
Decentralised marketing platform powered by FRGX token



Qornex is an innovative decentralized marketing platform based 
on a custom  on the . Here you can earn 

FRGX by staking and farming, as well as inviting new users.
FRGX Token BNB Chain

Profitable & Worthwhile

Fair & Transparent Secure & Trustworthy

Easy to Access & Use



Listed by

CoinGecko

CoinMarketCap

smart contract address

0xc703da39ae3b9db67c207c7bad8100e1afdc0f9c

Market Cap:

$7.39M

Price growth:

+108K%

Holders:

34,300

No Owners
No Fees

The service runs on the FRGX token. FRGX is a token in the BNB 
Chain network with limited emission, open smart contract code and 
multiple areas of use.

Fair Launch

https://www.coingecko.com/en/coins/frgx-finance
https://coinmarketcap.com/dexscan/bsc/0x55f303a94b8b085917459ae7e0b252b0e20b5add/
https://bscscan.com/token/0xC703dA39aE3B9Db67C207c7Bad8100E1AfdC0F9c?a=0xc703da39ae3b9db67c207c7bad8100e1afdc0f9c
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Marketing & 
Referral Program
With Qornex, users create  and get 
rewarded every time their affiliates activate new levels

partner structures

Levels have an . As soon as they 
expire, the person higher up in the structure 
starts receiving rewards for new participants

expiration date

+240%

per cycle

Yield of



Price & Terms of Levels

Lvl 1 15 FRGX 
1x 14 days

Lvl 6 275 FRGX 
1x 36 days

Lvl 2 25 FRGX 
1x 16 days

Lvl 7 550 FRGX 
1x 46 days

Lvl 3 50 FRGX 
1x 18 days

Lvl 8 1000 FRGX 
1x 58 days

Lvl 4 85 FRGX 
1x 22 days

Lvl 9 1750 FRGX 
1x 70 days

Lvl 5 160 FRGX 
1x 28 days

Lvl 10 3000 FRGX 
1x 82 days

3x 84 Days

480 FRGX

1 2 3 4 5

Activate for 480 FRGX

Lvl 5

The levels are activated sequentially

You can activate the same level 
multiple times at the same time -  2223x



Revenue Flow  & Allocation

Activation Level 100%

Is allocated to financial instruments

20%80%
8%
Automatic farming

8%
Shared staking pool

2%
FRGX burning

2%
Marketing

80% is allocated in the marketing 

program of your partner structure

40% Goes to a partner 
one line higher

40% Goes to a partner 
two lines higher

40% 40% 40% 40% 40% 40%



40%
waiting recycle 40%

recycle pool

Distribution of rewards at the level

You

1 2 3 4 5 6

Upline

Uplines



Qornex Farming

Activation Level

8%
With each level activation, 
8% is deposited into the 
personal farming pool.

+300%
The interest is accumulated 
in one account. 

Allocation
The deposit is non-refundable; 
participants will only receive 
the interest.

Farming
You receive interest on the 
amount of FRGX tokens in 
your personal pool.

Claim

As soon as the amount of FRGX 
that can be received appears 
there, you can withdraw it.



Qornex Staking

Activation Level

8%
With each level activation, 
8% is deposited into the 
staking pool.

Personal Staking
You can deposit any amount 
of FRGX in the pool and earn 
interest.

Basic 30 days

Locking period

Advanced
Locking period

60 days

Increased
Locking period

90 days

Enhanced
Locking period

180 days

Maximum
Locking period

360 days

Five deposit slots with 
various terms

One deposit per 
each slot

Deposit withdrawal is 
available at the end of term

Early deposit withdrawal is 
available with a penalty

Interest withdrawal at 
any time



Qornex Staking Reward
Stands for the overall 
size of the shared 
staking pool

S

stands for the 
volume of users' 
staked assets

V

Stands for a factor set 
on a weekly basis to 
ensure stability of the 
reward

F

Once the platform launches, zero week of staking will begin. 
The first APY will be calculated after the zero week. 
Participants who stake during week zero will receive 

a bonus in the form of a percentage of their deposit amount.

Reward is calculated on a weekly basis using the APY (Annual Percentage Yield) 
formula. The APY is set for one week and interest will be credited based on it.

Stake 1

1 233

44 % Stake

90 daysStake 1

1 233

44 % Stake

60 daysStake 1

1 233

44 % Stake

30 days



25%burning25% marketing

Hub

25% shared staking pool 25%leader pool

Distribution of the Hub fund

The hub is the starting point from which 
the partner structure begins to develop

The funds coming to the hub are 
automatically distributed as follows



FRGX Burning
Qornex is accumulating a pool of FRGX tokens for the purpose of burning them.

2%
from each level activation

Activation Level

Burning

is sending tokens to a non-existent 
blockchain address which leads to their 
irreversible withdrawal from circulation

Deflationary model

maintains a balance between supply and 
demand, allowing a portion of the emission 
to be taken out of circulation.

25%
from the profit received

Hub



Website telegram X (Twitter)

More details to come soon

https://qornex.com
https://t.me/qornexofficial
https://twitter.com/qornexofficial

